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A A specialist of urban design and landscape architecture has joined me today to explore the future of our suburban way of life. Is 

our suburban way of life a thing of the past or will it remain and evolve in the decades to come? 

B The suburbanization of America is marching on and that movement includes millennials. Millennials, it turns out, are not a 

monolithic generation of suburb-hating city dwellers. They're continuing to migrate to suburbs. Twenty-five- to twenty-nine-year-

olds are about a quarter more likely to move from the city to the suburbs as vice versa; older millennials are more than twice as 

likely. 

A Is affordability one of the principal motives? 

B A major driver of the appeal of suburbia is housing affordability. Suburbia has historically been and still is more affordable, which 

is especially important for first-time home buyers. 

A Will we be seeing a continuation of the old suburbs which were developed to maximize house and lot sizes? These residential 

developments offered small parks or playgrounds within walking distance, but they were built around the cars which were 

indispensable to get anywhere else. Some of them often appear to be locked into aesthetic compliance, involving features like 

mowed lawns. 

B Millennial suburbanites disdain the energy wastefulness, social conformity, and visual monotony of post-war manufactured 

neighbourhoods. They want breathing room but they also want a new kind of landscape. Millennial habitats could redefine everyday 

life for all suburbanites, which is seventy per cent of Americans. 

A Is this good news? 

B It certainly is. Their future and that of the planet lies in the urban peripheries. Hurricanes Harvey and Irma made it clear that the 

United States desperately needs better drainage systems, especially in the suburbs, to handle the enormous amounts of rainfall 

which are expected from climate change. New, sustainable suburbs can offer an advantage by expanding landscapes that can absorb 

water. 

A Will it be possible to achieve ambitious environmental goals in such new suburbs? 

B In sustainable new suburbs, house and lot sizes are smaller, in part because driveways and garages are eliminated, and paving is 

reduced by up to fifty per cent. Less pavement in suburbia means the ground absorbs more rain and snow, and less storm water 

pours into the heavily paved urban areas nearby. But it's the climate which will determine how environmental goals can be achieved 

in any given place: in rainy regions like the Pacific Northwest this means using advanced water management, but the most efficient 

process in the sunbelt would be solar energy. Suburbs of the same age or size don’t share the same potential benefits or needs. 

A New technologies seem to isolate people from one another in big cities these days. If new technologies shape the new 

neighbourhoods as well, won't we have the same situation, many virtual social networks but little real interaction? 

B In fact we can expect greater sociability as the new neighbourhoods will be friendlier for pedestrians, with sidewalks and paths 

that connect to open spaces and communal areas. And instead of fenced-off backyards, there will be common recreation spaces or 

vegetable gardens. 

A But won't technology be a major force in the new suburbs? 

B New suburban developments will indeed utilize technology. There will be smart street lighting to minimize energy use and any 

harmful impact on the environment. There will be autonomous electric cars parked at remote solar-powered lots. A homeowner 

will use an app to order an autonomous car which will drive itself from the solar charging lot to the user's house. 

A Will that be very convenient, to do regular shopping for instance? 

B The use of drones will reduce the need for many car errands. With their unrestricted air space, suburban communities are likely 

to be the first to receive package deliveries from the drones being tested by Amazon. The drones could be hub-based at Amazon 

warehouses within fifteen to twenty miles of customers, or they could be truck-based as with U.P.S., in which a truck stops and a 

drone deploys. Eighty-six per cent of Amazon deliveries are under five pounds, and such small to medium packages can be handled 

by current drones. 

A And will jobs be provided nearby? 

B Businesses like locations on urban peripheries. We also expect to see more ride sharing and as cars move to renewable energy, 

emissions and road noise will diminish. 

Outline 

Attracted by the affordability of housing in suburbia, millennials are continuing to migrate to the suburbs. Millennials disdain the 

energy wastefulness, social conformity, and visual monotony of post-war suburbia and could redefine everyday life for all 

suburbanites, which is 70% of Americans. New sustainable suburbs can help to handle the enormous amounts of rainfall which are 

expected from climate change, though the climate will determine how environmental goals can be achieved in any given place. We 

can expect greater sociability in the new neighbourhoods as they will be friendlier for pedestrians. New suburban developments will 

utilize technology with smart street lighting and remote solar-powered lots for autonomous electric cars. Drones will reduce the 

need for many car errands and jobs will be provided nearby. 

Questions 

1. Would you rather live in a city or in a suburban neighbourhood? 

2. How do you feel about sharing a car? 

3. Does delivery by drones sound like a serious idea to you? 

4. What would your ideal home be like? 


